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Before we start- this is how to save 
your work! If you’re still working on 

it, save it as a “PXD”



If you’ve finished and don’t need to 
make any edits, save it as a 

“JPEG”



Now, to begin…



Go to Pixlr.com/editor
Click “Open Image from Computer”



Click “Adjustments” then “Hue & 
Saturation”



Slide “Saturation” to 100, 
experiment with the “Hue”



Add a New Layer…
You’ll be working on this layer the 
entire time. Imagine it is like a sheet 
of glass on top of your photograph.

You will paint onto the glass so that 
you can remove the photograph 
whenever you like. 

The photograph is called 
“Background”. You can hide it while 
you work so that you can see only 
the paint on the glass layer. 

You can hide any layer- just click 
the “tick box” on the layer.

The background layer is locked 
though. To unlock it, see the next 
slide. 

You will ALWAYS paint onto Layer 1- so make 
sure this layer is highlighted in blue as above.
Keep checking as you work!!!  



Double click the padlock on the 
background layer. Its now unlocked



Click the “Eyedropper” tool, to 
select your first colour



Select the paintbrush 
tool and select the soft 
brush
The size of brush your choose 
depends on which area of the photo 
you’re painting. 

Things that are close to you will 
tend to need a larger brush. Things 
that are further away will tend to 
need a smaller brush. 

E.g. The sky at the top will usually 
need a big brush, the sky towards 
the horizon will usually need a 
small brush. 
The trees near the edges would 
need a larger brush than the trees 
in the middle. 

Use the brush to paint 
the area where you 
selected the colour.



Hide the photo layer- “Layer 0” to 
see your painting and the gaps



Keep the photo hidden while you fill 
in the gaps.



Change your brush size as you 
need to



Repeat the process. Hide the photo 
to see the painting and gaps



Keep the photo hidden to fill in 
gaps



Repeat. Change the brushsize
when you need to…



…hide the photo to see the gaps…



…keep the photo hidden to fill in 
the gaps



Complete one section at a time. 
E.g. here we’ve finished the sky



Here’s what it looks like with the 
photo hidden



You can also change brush sizes to 
add details…



After blocking in the tree, we 
selected a much smaller brush…



…to add “scribbly” lines along the 
top to show light coming through



Again, repeat the process until you 
finish a section…



…progress…



…progress…



…until all the sections are done!
Save your work as a Jpeg



Why a JPEG?

Table source- https://jabimgo.pw/advantages-of-bitmap-pictures.html

https://jabimgo.pw/advantages-of-bitmap-pictures.html


ORIGINAL PHOTO



DIGITAL PAINTING



You can then experiment 
with different brush 
textures, techniques and 
colour pallettes!

Sometimes, our 
landscapes are so 
expressive they start to 
become totally abstract!
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